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RIOT, BUT REBELLION
by Homayoun Khalili

MIT became last week a true microcosm of
Iranian political currents. The 300 people who
attended the Iran teach-Inon Sunday managed to
get an ever-so-rare glimpse of the clashing
values that have been rocking this society over
the past year.

The basic issue at hand is whether a corrupt
dictatorship with almost no popular support should
immediately be overthrown by an armed and

.bloody struggle, or whether the regime should be
allowed/pushed into evolving peacefully
into a society based on consent and democracy. .

The latter view is espoused by the sponsors of
thesuuday teach-in, C. A. I. F. I. (Committee
for Artistic and Intellectual freedom in Iran~, They
have long been arguing that mass struggle will

troops were busy out in the streets mowing down
civil}ans.

It is interesting that President Carter's state-
ment of support for the Shah that the Shah is a
democrat and that anyone opposed to him is not,
is being repeated by martial-law controlled radio
stations every hour on the hour. This is like
saying 'America is behind me, you rioters. and
you can't do anything to me while that's the case'.

Would the President's conscience be hurt if
he knew that "in their wanderings around Tehran's
saddenned streets, foreign correspondents are
frequently confronted by young Iranians who
scribble peaceful appeals for help in their
notebook. All these notes contain one accusatory
phrase: 'CARTER HASBETRAYEDUS'."
(Jean Gueyras, Le Monde. Sept. 9, 1978)

lead to useless shedding of blood while the Shah
maintains the allegiance of the 300. ODD-man
armed forces which he lias been pampering for
so long with the deadliest and most expensive of
Western armaments. C.A. I. F. I. feels the
problem, must be attacked at its roots, t, e. by
altering the state of affairs whereby the U. S.
Government maintains its unwavering support of the
Shah regardless of what he does. It alone of the
myriad of Iranian student groups has made its goal
informing the American public of the situation in'- _
Iran in the hope that I pressure would be
exerted on the American Gover'nment to live up
to its lofty ideal of guaranteeing 'human rights' for
all the world's people.

This view was expressed aptly by Payam
Daneshjoo (Iranian opposition newspaper) staff
writer Parvin Najafi: l'The Shah knows very well
his power derives from the U. S•. and in return
has left - American companies (like Anaconda
Copper) free to plunder Iran's natural resources
for next-to-nothing, and has opened the country as

. a market for these companies to sell at
exorbitant prices things they can't sell anywhere
else. " (In Iran, assembled GMcadillacs sell
for no less than $40,000; the blind maintenance
of the dollar-rial parity at a time of the former
currency's plunge in world markets has made
imports from Europe and Japan--comprising
80%of Iran's imports--much more expenstve.
to the benefit of the U. S. whose importsto Iran
have become cheaper) -

Whether America will bend to the kind on
non-violent pressures C.A. I. F. I. is envisaging is
another case in point. For instance although
President Carter would never hesitate to
castigate the U. S. S. R. or Uganda for suppressing,
human rights, a different set of standards somehow
seems to be applied when dealing with equally
frightful allies as Iran' and Nicaragua, both of
whose leaders have In the past month benefitted
from a reassuring chat with the President on phone
guaranteeing them American suppoJt whIle their

struggle, culminating eventually (hopefully?)
into a worker's paradise. Islamic state,
social democracy, nationalist democratic or
God know's what else is proposed.

Does democracy really have a chance in Iran
given this almost total lack of viable institutions
to build upon? If we look at history the ar..swer is
probably 'no'. Comparative Political Scientists
trace the creation of almost all successful
'Western Democracies' to feudal times, when the
idea of 'coalttton-butldlng" and sharing of power_
among equals (I, e. nobles) was an accepted norm.
From these low-level institutions confederations
and federations were built (note the progression
from lower institution upward) until finally the
modern nation-state was established. This
pattern of poltcal development is clear in Germany.
Italy and Japan, as well as in the United States,
which first statrted out as a -confederatton of
independent and equal states. On the other
hand in countries with a long tradition of absolutist
imperial rule (Russia, China, Iran among others)
such low-level instifutions were never even
tolerated. The army would quickly be dispatched
to crush the 'rebellion' and 'restore peace' to the
empire. Such a system is effective and
efficient, but for the same reasons also very
Iragtle:' there is no political power-base among
the people for the ruler. And if they all revolt at
once, he has recourse only to the army and foreign
powers.

If we accept this' train of thought, the prospects
of our seeing a truly democratic Iran emerging
seem quite dim indeed. - If this Shah goes, we'll
get another Shah-equivalent, a general maybe, or
eve n awhole party of-Shah-equtvalents no better-
in act or thought than the tyrant they are replacing.
Only a tyrant can control a nation without institutions
Force and armed struggle will be the name of y
the game. - -

The 'opposition of the nation-Wide I e ,S.A....
(Iranian Studept Association) to organisations
like C. A. I. F. I. stems from this assumption.
The I. S.A. representative who spoke before
the teach-in on behalf of groups opposed to the
functioning of C. A. I.F. I. was quite clear on this
point:

"You can't simply vote out of office a despotic
Shah whose only claim to power is the use of force
and arms. Violence alone can bring about the
downfall of-the Shah. What the liberals are rambllru
about so vocally is irrelevant to all this, an d - ,
that's why nobody in Iran respectsthe liberals as
a source of opposition to the Shah. Liberals
can survive only if the umbrella of the Shah is above
them. The masses 'Willwipe them out once the Shah
is overthrown. Hence the liberals have a vested

Why is the Shal,1alone? The London Economist, interest in maintaining someone like the Shah in
whose insight in world news has yet to be matched, power.
by any periodical Amertcan, opines: "The Shah "The millions who are demonstrating and
is a man with deep failings, a ruler whose mixture dying in the streets are :not carrying banners and
of arrogance and chronic personal detenstveness posters of the .ltberals, Rather,' onlythe
has played a large part in bringing him to portrait of (exiled clergyman) Ayatollah Khomeyni
his present pass. For a fortnight his throne has is in their hands,a leader who has consistently
been tottering under a combined onslaught from carried out an uncompromising struggle against
Iran's radical right and radical left. Meanwhile the regime over the past fifteen years. His
the middle ground and the middle classes of Iran, - uncompromising stand has propelled Khomeyni to
so enriched by the Shah but so untrusted and ignored the forefront of the Iranian opposition. Khomeyni
by him, have melted into the suburbs of Iran's ' is Iran personified, and he demands the overthrow.
sprawlmg cities. They should have been the civil by force of the corrupt Shah and his society.
bulwark underpinning the Imperial Guard out in the "Over the past eleven months, we have been

. streets, Instead the Shah has been left alone in witnessing the birth of a new nation. We are
his palace above Tehran.. " (Economist Sept. 16) seeing the rise of an abjected nation to the level

of subject. The nation has finally come to understan4
that to win the battle for democracy one must '
fight for it. Preedom is not to be given. It must
be fought for.

"Meanwhile the-liberals denounce the violence
and lobby tor the enforcement lJf constitutional
rights such as freedom of the press and intellectual
freedoms. To lobby for these at a time when people
are uprising and being massacred in the streets is
a luxury. To bypass political imperialism and
restrict one's scope, diverts,attention from the
real issues • ."

Will the Shah fall? Yes, unless he learns.
Again the-Economist opines: "The Shah once said
to this newspaper:

'When my father went (into exile), I saw that
_ ~verything crumbled in 24 hours. I am trying

to establish a machinery'
That was.eigbt years ago, and he didn't start his
promise until last year. If the Shah does not
follow his father into exile next year. he will do
so eventually unless he now first restores order

. and then takes his myn advice. " (Economist Sept. 16)

This observation strikes at the root of the
Iranian political problem: we have no institutions;
we have no macbnnery; The Shah, like the czar
of Russia and the Emperors of China, has .been
so meticulate in Wiping out even the slightest ...
opposition (which he invariably judged as a threat
to his rule) that we've ended up with a despairing
political vacuum. By suppressing pol1tics over
the counter, politics under the counter has'
flourished. The stunning array 'of Iranian student
groups and periodicals being published abroad is
astonishing to the uninformed, and more often
than not the stance of these groups is that the
Shah must be overthrown by force in an armed

What are the real issues and who are the
real actors in Iran? Desoite all the rhetoric
emnloyed by liberals and revolutionaries alike
the reality of the situation is that the religious
oooosttton to the Shah now hold the cards in
the political game ~

"There is little left now that the Shah can offer
to the ferocity of the Islamic Movement .... It is
a ~ovement.which he has long correctly feared
as the much greater danger to his regime than
the expatriate darlings of the western liberal
establishment, the radical Iranian student left. "
(Economist Sept. 16) ,
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"The people of Iran differ from the rest of the
world. While everyone else truggles for progress
and democracy, Iranians want to remain in the dark
ages of history. The Shah is trying to yank his
people into the 20th century but his people are ba~k-
biting and refuse to emerge from the age of reaction
end backwardness. ,',

-ABC News broadcast, September 8,1978
"Members of the traditional Shiite sect are

the most outspoken foes of the Shah's programs
to redistribute church lands and to git e more
freedom to women, such as allowing them to
discard the veil, attend Universities, and vote
and run in elections. "

-Associated Press news despatch
September 8, 1978

U. S. Press coverage of the' tumultous upheavals
in Iranian society over the past year leaves
much to be destred , to say the least.

American [ournaltsts have unleashed their
blasses upon the Mullahs and Ayatollahs who lead
the Iranian opposition movement to silly extremes.
making one wonder what motives underlie this act.
A look at the European newspapers writing on
Iran reveals the contrast in approach and attitudes
by the Europeans. .

The important thing tq realize about Iranian
religion is that it has undergone a tremendous
transformation over the past 15 years. A new wave
of progressi ve theology students joined the ranks
of the clergy. managing in a short period to
completely revitalize the religion and make it
relate to themodern world. Foremost among these
was the late Dr. Ali Shariati. a student of
Jean-Paul Sartre in" Sorbonne University in France.
Shariati returned to Iran to teach as a University
professor. His novel ideas about the sociology
of religion and its relation to modern times earned
him a large following in Tehran. where he lectured
in the 'Hosseinieh Ershad' sanctuary to huge numbers
of people before its closure by the Government.
Shariati was arrested. but he somehow managed t{)
escape to England. To no avail. for he was found
dead in his room, assaslnated, shortly after.
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the reason many countries had not achieved
spontaneous economic development in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was just that
lacked the required attitudes towards working
and acquiring knowledge,

It is very important to note that Progressive
Shi'ite Islam has done away with the preoccupation~0C::::--!]S:;:r:;r:rY~GHiismt¥It!l@tl with fate, destiny and the cynically pessimistic

~::: attitude towards power that has for so long plagued
Shi'ite Islam in the past. One of Dr. Shariati's
most frequently quoted statements is from his,
book 'The Islamic View of Man':

'Nevertheless Shariatl left behind him a wealth of
literature and books which have formed the basis
of Progressive Shi'lte Islam. A lot of these are
written within the framework of German Sociologist
Max Weber's models of Comparative rellgion.
Max Weber is the author of 'The Protestant

Exlled Religious Leader Ayatollah Khomeyni

Ethic and the Capitalist System' a classic in
modern sociology. In this book he analyzes what
role the shift in ethics from pre-reformation
Christianity (Catholicism) to Protestantism had
on the structure of the subsequently created
political/economic system of capitalism and
democracy. He argued that the shift in morals
to accepting the work ethic and the desire to a
acquireknowledge was one of the prerequisites to
spontaneous economic development. and that

"Man is a mixed phenomenon made of Earth and
the Spirit of God. Since he has will power, he
may oose to follow either of these paths. and
this makes him responsible not only for his
own deeds, but also to carry Old the mission of
the almighty God,in this world. He is the one

, who knows The Knowledge and the -dil fernt
scientific facts. For man to know these facts
means to realize the existing knowledge in the
world. This by itself is another responsibility
for' him, and the greatest one. "

Shi'ite Islam also has an ingrained
anti-authoritarian character. To this day. the
sect mourns the execution in the seventh century
of 72 Shi'ite dissenters by the orthodox Khalifs
of Sunni (Arab) Islam. Religion played.an
important role in the Iranian Constitutionalist
movement of }906 and in other struggles
against autocratic rule.

The Shi'ite mullahs and Ayatollahs are not ready
til accept any type of secular authority like the Shah.
Man is a shadow of God on Earth and thus should
not be bowing or acquiescing to the power of any
other mortal, they say. ,

Islam also has a velY ega'lttartan aspect.
.It is the duty. enforcable by Islamic law of
every person with uninvested capital (1. e. savings)

, to pay a 20%tax as charity to the poor in society.
Charging interest or usury is banned, and hence
the motivation is created to invest all of one's
sa vings in productive ventures. One can see the
implications such a norm would have upon capital
accumulation and economic progress.
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..Invite the bunch ...
Mix a great, big bucket full of

Opea House Punch
Serves 32 ... tastes like a super cocktail!
Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!

" Recipe:

One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz. fresh lemon juice '
One 6-oz, can frozen orange juice
One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients, Mix in bucket.
adding TUPlast. Add a few drops
food coloring (optional) and stir
lightly. Add ice, orange, lemon
slices. Looks and tastes great!

TVD is published every Thursday of the
school term at the Massachusetts' Institute
of Technology. Meetings are .held each
Monday afternoon at 5 prn in or near Room.
201, on the second floor of Walker on the
river side of the' building. Bring' your own.
We are an independent and anarchic journal
of what could occasionally pass 'for culture,
and we actively encourage our readers to
submit their contrtbutions. ' We print fea-
tures, arts, commentary, contests, and
anything else or redeeming soccial value. '

'J'

,
You know it's got to be good ... when it's made with-Southern Comfort
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, 100 PROOF lI0UEUR. ST.LOUIS, MO, 63132
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798 Main Street
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492-0c00
1:00,3:15,5:30,

7:45,10:00
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Eyes o~ the WORlO
by Morris Zimmerberg

Thirty-seven more states are needed for the ratification
of an amendmentprovidingthe District of Columbiawith legal
representation in Congress. D.C. is currently controlled by
a congressional subcommittee. 7fr/o of D.C.'s, mainly Afro':
American population are employed in service type jobs.
These are the people that allow governmentofficials the
freedomto conc ntrate on bureaucracy. Without.them the
federal governmentwould be in muchworse shape, yet these
people live in substandard conditions and have no legal means
for improvingtheir enviroment. D.C. has one of the worst
crime rates in the country. Conservative opponents of the
amendmentcharge that "The real reason this amendmentwas
proposed was not to provide 'equal rights' but to put two more
liberal Democrats in the Senate." D.C. residents finally
have a chance for representation but some people still want
to keep them "in their place." The amendmentwill probably
come up for ratification in Massachusetts sometime in the
future•

Having passed in the House and the Senate, a biII has
been sent to the White House which calls for the creation of a
board to detenninethe fate of the Endangered Species Act.
This act was created to protect the extinction of species on
the endangered list. The bill was created because recently a
dam proposed for construction was halted because of a species
of fish that was endangered. If Carter signs this bill, the
board would decide whether exceptions could be made to this
act. And,so I in the name of progress, people continue to des-
troy their environment.

Weizenbaum:,
Our Silence~Kills

"We must take it upon oursel ves to still
the hands of our superiors, who might think
that doing business as usual with the Shah of
Iran is no different 1than perhaps their fathers
thought when the order of the day was doing
business as usual with Hitler, " said M.I.-T.
Professor of Computer Science Joseph Weizenbaum
in his opening address to the meeting.

"Meetings of this kind, though I don't think
a single meeting will alert the United States
Government or the Government 'of Iran or some
other Government to bring an end to the horrible
conditions there, nevertheless might encourage
just one more person to do just the one more thing
to have one or two, or a dozen or thirty or
whatever politi cal prisoners released, orsome
alleviation of their suffering, or perhaps to rouse
the consciences of the various administrators of b
bualnesses-, Universities and so on who appear to
go with such eupho.ricattitudes,' with such
pleasure to the Hilton Hotels and Sheratons of
Tehran, andto sit around with the very people
whose hands are stained with th e blood of '
people only a few blocks away ft:om the rooms where
these negotiations are held, and whose screams can
be heard from there.

, "We know so little by virtue of the, I would
say, 'Conspiracy of Silence' of the American. and
indeed a large part of the world's Press as to
what's going on in Iran, that someone who hasn't
had direct contacts with Iran, can't really find
so much to say about the current situation there.

"However I want to say one other thing as to
the reason I come here and dare to take your
time at all. I have at home in my study and on my
wall a few letters from people Irom various parts
of the world who were imprisoned, tortured, and
subjected to precisely the sort of conditions we
know the Iranian Gover-nment subjects its- political
prisoners too. The Iettersv-only one or two of
them are from Iranians, others are Irorn Russians,
Israelis and others-vare from people who after

. years of very quiet, very long struggle by perhaps
hundreds of people, and sometimes involving
meetings of this kind, appeals to the Press, appeals
to Government officials and so on, ultimately
were freed and were put in a position where they
could write such letters 'to individuals who helped
them.

"Whenever I despair, and that's very often, that
something can be done that the horror. the torture,
the military Government, the shooting of civilians,
and all the things that we've seen especially done in
the last few weeks, whenever I .despair that
something can be done, that people can actually be -
rescued I look at those letters again. To save even
one individual is a task that is the duty of all
human beings," ended Weizenbaum.

C. A. 1. F. I. officer Fariborz Afshar went on to
praise Professor Weizenbaum for his efforts on
behalf of Iranian political prisoners and to
acknowledge the latter's key role in annulling
the contract between the Iranian Government and
MIT to train Iranian nuclear engineers a few years
back. -

Conservatives are on the rise in Canada. In the by-
elections Mondaythe Conservative Party won ten out of
fifteen seats; whiIe Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's Liberal
Party wononly two. Even thogh the Liberal Party' owns 136
ofthe 264 - seat House of Commons( an 8 seat majority),
the results ofthe by - elections suggest that a change is soon
to come. Trudeau's second five - year mandate expires this
July.

s ••

For a while the situation looked hopeful for the news-
papers of NewYork City. Last week the NewYorkTimes
and Daily News publishers agreed on a ,"frameworkfor
settlement" with the press unions, granting the publishers
relief fromover-staffing in exchange for presspeople job
security. However, as of Tuesday, the situation "dimmed"
due to further complications. The NewYork Post has already OCTOBER
reached basic agreements. - 18, 1978-GUARDIAN

80b E~IIIa", Deyton Jour .. ' ..... Md

The Boston University School of Medicine (BUSM)has
been accused of sexist, racist, and nepotist admissions by
formeradmissions committeememberJames Ryan in a report
entitled "Irregularities in the BUSMAdmissions Policy --
1970-1971." The report mentions specific incidents such as
the admission ofthe son of a senior faculty memberwhose
science grade point average was 1.97 (2.46 is the MIT
equivalent). Dr. Jacob Swartz, present Dean of Admissions
at BUSM, was attacked in particular by the report.

Wal~:Our Profits vs. Their'Rights
"So it is. I'm talking not just to you, I am a

scientist-and, you know, I see with the most
enormous distress scientific organisations,
National Academy of Sciences for example,
protesting the violation of human rights on the
grounds that it is impeding the free flow of
scientific information--to Hell with the free flow
of Scientific information--it's human beings we need,
to worry about, and human rights, and whether these
people are scientists or intellectuals or artists,
the only reason to pick them out sometimes is that
one knows their names. No other reason.

"You know, Jimmy Carter, many Americans, even
corporate executi ves make nice noises about human
rights ..• they deplore --Oh that wonderful word--
the violation of human rights in many other places.
I want to say something plain about that: Iran
is one of the sore spots of the world. its right
up there with Chile and South Korea. The .
very': mechanism of maximizing profits is the
repression of human rights; those are not two
different things. The mechanism of maximizing
profits, the mechanism of exploitation throughout
the Thir-d World is the violation of human rights.
Fix up human rights, then you'll have to make
do with less exploitation and less profits. That's
t,he way it is on our side of the big political fence,
and on the other side it isn't very diffetest,
because the maximization of production produces
parallel results, outcomes with the maxtmlza tion
o~ profits.

"So I think those are the two princip al
dehumanizing forces at work in the world today,
and Iran is one example. This business of
repression and the v iolating of human rights, like
everything else in the world today is a high-technology
operation, and the U. S. unfortunate 1 y trains
police forces as well as military forces all
over t IE world, .they come and get their schooling
here, and they learn to use and buy the high-
tee hnologv stuff.

PORtRAIT OF AN AGENT PROVOCATEUR
student groups in the United States. He reports a
well orchestrated campaign to infiltrate and disrupt
these organisations with a chilling sophistication:
'It was my duty to report on the student groups.
SAyAK sometimes told you what to say. They
would give a line that you were to say only after
you heard another line said. It was funny to be in
.the radical groups' meetings. I remember one time
I had my line to say after I heard someone else say
his. Suddenly the worst anti-regime hot-tempered
radical communist student stood up and shouted and
I realized he had said the line I was waiting for. He
was a SAVAK. It took me totally by surprise. '

"Often, Ahmed relates, these pre-arranged
scripts included provocation aimed at inciting
violence. SAVAK would use any such viole nee to
persuade local U. S. authorities to take action
against t he students' leaders. "

.
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Anti-Somoza groups in Nicaragua have joined forces to
formthe Broad Opposition Front (B08. Foreign mediators
have been given a three point proposal by the BOF aimed at
ending Nicaragua's civil crisis. According to the Associated
Press the plancalls for the following: The resignation of
Somoza, the creation of a national democratic and pluralistic
government, and 16 other points including reorganization of
the National Guard, elimination of political repression, a
national health program, and tax and judicial reform.
Anastasio Somoza Debayle lifted Nicaragua's censorship law
last week but sti II refuses to resign.

Next to speak wasHarvard Professor of Biology
and.Nobel Laureate George Wald, who began
by referring to the encounter he had had with
a group of Iranian students outside the lectur e
hall who opposed C. A. 1. F. I. and had been
refused entry to the meeting 'for reasons of
security' : "I come here after an interesting -
dialogue outside the door with a group of op-
ponents of the Shah's regime who' I wish were
inside rather .than outside. They told me, but I
have heard this before, that C. A. 1. F. I. is a CIA
operation. A couple of months ago, I was
shown a Xerox copy of directi ves to FBI agents
issued by the FBI in the 60' s, directives advising
them how to deal with student movements"
Directi ve number fifteen said, 'accuse all leaders
-of the student movements of working for the FBI' .

"So outside the door I regard those people as
. my friends, I was saying to the people who said

that C. A.I. F.I. is a CIA operatton, 'Prove to me
that you are not a CIA employee'; a hard thing to do.

"Why do I say this? Two reasons. One of them
is that this is altogether a bankrupt business,
instead of fighting one's enemy to fight the other
people on the same side with whom one is in tactical
disagreement.

"I want to say one thing more which is, however
a little painful to say to my friends here, and that is
that the only thing that troubles me about the
organisation of C. A. I. F. I. is the pre-occupation
with artists and intellectuals. Yes indeed. ~
what Joe Weizenbaum said now is quite true, you
can actually save Iives by just letting these
frightful governments know that they are being
'watched' . That's all that is needed frequently,
you know, just say 'we are watching what vou are
doing to so and so.' So that's fine. Let's do
all of that we can. The trouble is that there are
all those nameless, faceless, working people,
who are not artists and not intellectuals and
not middle-class. They are being mowed down in
the streets in Iran, being burned up in the movie
theatres... -

The 'New York' magazlne of September 18th
this year carried a daring inquiry into the workings

~of the Iranian political police in the United States.
Althougb the article concentrated on influence-
peddling in the United States Congress and
Executive ('opium and prostitutes all included) by
this body, at one point it delved upon that most
complex of beings, the 'agent provocateur':

"Ahmed looks older than his nearly 30 years.
His forehead is deeply creased, and his hair,
already thlnntng; has begun to grey. His eyes,
moist with fear, scan the restaurant where we meet.
He is one of the hundreds of Iranians who have
spied on Iranians and Americans alike in the U.S.
and he fears for his life U SAVAK learns he has
talked.

HAhmed was used primarily to inform on Iranian



into the reign of the eunuchs J

whose revenge begins and ends
in the beds they guard J

in the lives they cannot live,
in the envy
that hides behind their eyes
waiting
and waiting
and waiting
no longer.

4'On my knees
in the Iatomies
of her heart j.

I void my stomach--
the Syracusan disaster,
the curse of the mutilated Herms,
having trapped me at last. "-

I III

I came to Syracuse as a 'tourist:
Fell in love with its twin harbors ..
Was awe- struck by its temples.
Sought renewed. youth in Arethusa'.s tearful bed--
But somehow
I became an invader.
And here I crouch,
surrounded by stone,
far from the sea,
far from its sweet, salt kiss.

Bloodon the stones:
Hard marble phalluses
litter the ground
severed and bleeding
like too, too vulnerable flesh.
Our omens, devoured,
our hopes, evaporated"
our future, given over
into the hands of barbarians,
into the power of the soulless,

4

II

"True, it is strange to inhabit the earth no longer, n

no longer to stand on legs of flesh;
to dissolve into the rock,
crystallizing"
as the Sicilian sun burns down;
to become as much a part of the tack
as the waters of the Thessalian plain.
To laugh at the irony,
to thirst and thirst,
no longer water
but a palmful of dust
clinging to the surface of the rock,
the last remnant of Attic 'glory,
evaporating in the afternoon sun
.as the panic hour approaches.
White, so much white
and thin lines of gray:
our bones , and blood, and brains,
the last of our-manhood.
And then:
White, so much white.
Pure white.
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. .
Iwatched my clothes spinning in the laundromat

washing machine and I thought about buying a Coke
from the machine at the front of the building.
There was no water in my machine and Iwas a little
bit concerned as Iwatched my detergent sifting
about in the washer as dry as when I bad put it in.
I decided that I might as well buy a Coke aDd try not
to think about my clotbes. As 10llg as there was no
water in the macblne I could just flbake the soap out
when I got bome.

There were flies on the Coke machine and a
Uttle bandwritten sign sald "4~ no change". I
put in two quarters and lost a dime. I guess it just
wasn't my day because when I opened the Coke about
a third of it bubbled out onto the fioor. Brushing
the Coke off my sweater, I walked back to my·
washing machine and sat on the table across from
it.

There was stUl no water in the machine. I
looked to see if anyone else ~ noticed my problem
but there were only two old, wrinkled women near
the eDd of the dryers and they weren't paying any
attention to me.. I didn't even see anyone who
looked Uke they might be in charge of the place.
Well, I might as well make the best of this I thought
and I opened up my book of short stories.

I bad read three and a half stories when I
"noticed that my machine had stopped. The clothes
were stUl dry, but most of the soap had disappeared
into the machine. It was almost time for dinner
and I lmew that Jack, my roommate, was cooking
chicken, so I only put a dime in the dryer and I set
it at the highest temperature so that the clothes
would dry faster.

_A large sign on the wall said "10~ gives you as
much time as three dimes. 10~ gives you 7 1/2
minutes 25~ gives you 22 1/2 minutes The best
price in Boston. " I finished the story that Iwas
reading and I took my empty Coke can and tossed it
into a large cardboard box that was full of empty
detergent containers. The wrinkled ladies had left
and I was alone in the laundromat. My dryer stopped
and it became noticably quiet, like a pause at a -.'
large party where everyone has suddenly stopped
talking.

My sheets were almost too bot to touch. I have
a big plastic bag from Jordan Marsh that I got when
I bought a blanket and a' pillow, and I stuffed all of
my laundry into it. I rubbed my hand Instde the
washing machine before I left to see if I had

• forgotten anything and then I checked the dryer.
Jack and Bill, my other roommate, were both

home when I arrived at the apartment.
"Hi! You've been washing clothes I see," said

Jack. _
"Yes, bUt I'm not sure how clean they are

because there was no water in the machine, " I
told him.

«os, Hi David."
"I've just been washing clothes and I wondered

if you'd like to come over."
''What? " She sounded sutprised.
"I asked you if you'd like to come over tonight."
"After what you did Friday night, you want me

to come over? You must be kiading."
"No, I'm serious. I'd like you to come over

and I'm sorry about Friday night at-the party. I'd
been drtnkfng a little too much and. .. well; look
if you want to come over that's fine and if you don't
I guess you don't. "

"I don't think I do navid." She sounded a little
uncertain, but I didn't feel like playing games so I
hung up on her.

"There was no water?" said Bill. "Let me
know which machine that was because I'm going to
wash my clothes and I don't want to use that
machine. "

"It was the last one on the far end," I said.
"Did you get your clothes washed then?" asked

Jack.
"I told you Iwashed theIJ1. There just wasn't

any water, but I dried them anyway." I don't
think that Jack understood because he just gave me
a funny look and went back to cooking his chicken.

I took the clothes to my room and I dumped them
onto the floor and put my Jordan Marsh bag in the ~~l
closet. At the time I felt too lazy to ~old them so ~ \
I put the phone on my bed and called Kristan.

"Hello. " Ii
. "Hi Kristan, iVs me David." I love to talk to \1

people while I'm laying on the bed.
I'm still not sure what she was so upset about.

I'll admit:' 1. I didn't speak to her at the party on
Friday and 2. On the way out from the party I gave
her a hard swat on the butt with my hand.

But I can explain that. I didn't talk to her
because she was with Arnold and I can't stand
Arnold. .And I only swatted her on the butt ·because'
as I said I'd been drinking and I was on my way out
when I saw that cute little behind of hers and there
she was talldng to that dumb bastard Arnold and I

so 1H£V W~t-JT WeiR sep-
ARATE, /}JAYS A~D k)tVeR
SAW tACH oweR A6AltJ .

.. _.. __,A'.. .....

[ust couldn't help myself. I was hoping that Arnold
would do something, bat be just ignored it and she
ga ve him a dirty look for that.

I still bad my clotbes to fold but Jack said that
it was time for dinner so I left them on the floor
and went to eat. I guess that Bill wasn't hungry
or maybe he aM already eaten because he went to
wash his clothes just as Iwas coming out for
dinner.

I washed a couple of plates and glasses for Jack
and I so we'd have something to eat off of even if we
didn't bave anything to eat on. Nearly two months
in the apartment and we still didn't even have a
foldlng table to eat on. There was bbake and Bake
chicken, hot applesauce with cinnamon, and baked
potatoes all neatly arranged on the stove so that we
could he1R ourselves.

W~hing Clothes
by Randy Ross

''If I come over I'll ride my bike .• . and why
do you want me to come over? You just hung up
on me a few hours ago. " Kristan sounded a
little confused.

"Ijust wanted to see you. Imiss not seeing
you since I moved here." ,

"David, I don't think I should come see you. "
'~kay." -
Tbere was a minute of 811ence.
'-'IS that it?" asked Krtstan.
"That's aU 1bad to say. Bye."
ClI just don't think that you Jmo what you want

David. I'll come see you when your a Uttle more
stable. Okay?"

"Sure, take it easy. "
'~Bye. "
"Bye. "
I didn't bang up right away though. Iwaited

and said, ''Kristan.''
uYeh." .
"Are you stUl playing that game where I have

to bang up first because if you are 1should let you
know that I can stay on indefinitely, because if
someone calls me I can put you on hold and talk to
them and tben come back and wait for you to hang
up."

"That's neat. Your phone can do that huh. "
Kristan seemed impressed by the concept.

"Yes my phone can do that," I told her.
"Well in that case I guess that I can hang up

first since you hung up on me earUer without
saying goodbye. Bye. "

"Bye." And she hung up.
Iwalked out into the living room and saw Bill

and Jack watching T. V. • "Hi Bill. How'd
washing go?" I asked him.

"No problem, " he answered.
"Hey Bill, why don't you take some money

from the jar and go buy some more beer. " said
Jack.

"Yeh, there's only three left Bill. Take some
of that grocery money and go buy some beer. "
Bill looked at me and shook his head. He didn't
shake his head to say no; it was more like saying
bow in the hell did I get stuck living with such
mmdlesa crazies. -

"I'll go get some beer, " said BiU: "But Jack
has got to clean up that applesauce before I get
back. " .

I looked at Jack and sure enough,: his plate was
by his side and he and the floor were stUI covered
with applesauce.

"Jack,. you've just been sitting there?" I
didn't think that even Jack could watch television
that long.

''If he gets beer, I'll clean it up. "
"All right you heard him. Go get that beer

Bill." I decided that it was best to take charge of
the situation.

''You want another beer Jack?·" I asked him
after Bill had left. There were only two left on the
shelf so I guess that Bill must have already had
one..

"No, I have to clean this up first. "
I brought him a paper towel and we tried to get

it out of the shag as best we could. I asked him if
we could shut the sound off on the T. V. for a while
and I drug one of PlY speakers down the hall and
put it in the living room. We sat there drinking
beer and watching the television while listening to
the Rolling stones. Try it some time, it just
might cbaxge your life.

"-
"

I filled my plate and opened some beer for us
as Jack put what was left onto his plate. It was a
good thing that Bill bad not stayed for dinner. We
took our plates and beer into the living.room and
sat down on the floor near the T. V.. I turned on
the television and we watched Get Smart as we
dined.

"Oops. "
t looked over and saw applesauce on Jack's

jeans and more on tbe floor. '~h shit," I said
and laughed.

"Can't let the roaches go hungry, " said Jack
and he kept on eating without showing any intention
of cleaning up the applesauce.

"Uh, Jack, do you want me to get you a paper
towel?" I assed.

"No, I'll clean it up at the commercial."
"Okay, " I said and went to get a paper towel

for my sticky fingers.
I came back and was Wiping my fingers when

Jack said, "Didn't you brtng me one?"
''You said you didn't want one," I fold him and

he gave me that same funny look that he had given
me when I told him about my clothes.

We left the dishes in the sink for Bill to do and
I went to my room. -

My clothes were still on the floor. I thought
about putting them back in the dirty clothes box,
but then I would have to wash them again and I don't
really like to wash clothes. So I began folding my
clothes. .

I folded them in order. First my sheets, which
to be truthful I actually did not fold because they
were going back on the bed anyway, so that's where
I tossed them, then my boxers, my T-Shirts, my
towels, my handkerchiefs, and I hung my jeans up
in the bathroom because I was sure that they weren't
dry yet! After that I was tired so I laid on the bed
and thought of whom I should call.

Long distance, dial direct. I decided to call my
sister collect. She is a year younger than I but we
are both sophomores because I was held back in the
fourth grade. Unfortunately, my sister wasn't home
but I was glad that I called her collect. I must have
saved a whole twenty-two cents and I didn't talk to
her half-wit boyfriendJhat she's been living with
for the last three months. I dialed Kristan's
number and waited for her to answer.

.-.~_ .

It ,is about two weeks later now and I find my-
self at the laundromat again. My clothes look a lot'
happier this time. Twisting, turning, wet and
foamy, rinse and wash. I can hardly wait to put
them in the dryer. Kristan isn't seeing Arnold
anymore and she came over for dinner last night
to celebrate our new table. It was a formal dinner.
Beer and dogfood. No, of course not. We bad
pizza.

October 19, 1978 .5

"Hello. '7

"Hi Kristan. I realized that I forgot to say
goodbye before Ihung up and I'd like you to mow that
I'm not mad at you and I'd still like you to come
over. "

"David, I don't understand you."
"I just called up to tell you that even though I'

hung up on you, I'm not mad. I'll pay for your taxi
over if you'd like. "



There was a concert. at the Orpheum Monday night. So
what, you say. That happens a lot. .

That's true enough. But rarely do concerts featuring
two certified Cult Figures and one genuine Legend hit this
area. Of course that depends on your definition of "legend'
but let's not argue that.

You've been to enough concerts in your lifetime. You
can usually tell how a concert's going to be by the
behavior of the crowd waiti ng to get in. These people
were practically dead. The occasional beer here and there
but mostly lots of young pros and their well-oi led women
discussi ng the latest Real Paper expose' •

Like dutiful cattle, we trotted into the Orpheumand
claimed our seats. Most people sat there talking about
the vagaries of jobs and school. The Lights dimmed.
The usual arthritic,Midnight Special cheers climbed
feebly to the mezzanine.

Dave Edmunds' Rockpi Ie took the stage. With Nick
Lowe on bass, the 'Pile are some of the most proficient
exponents of what some writers call power pop. Everything
I know tells me it's rock and roll.

It was energizing music to say the least. Dave Edmunds
is a transcendent guitar player. The other guitarist in
Rockpile, nameless to me, amazes even in his subordinate
role.

Nick Lowe is, of course, Nick Lowe. Although my
view of him was completely obstructed , his vocals were
more than satisfying. His rendition of ''(I Love the Sound

That happens, you say. It's the chance you take. I
know that but it doesn't help me like it any more. But
then authentic Legends are always a letdown.

. The rest of the audience didn't seem to agree with me.
They lit their matches, clapped, stood up and screeched.
I couldn't help wondering if they were just doing it from
memory•

I'm setting myself up here as a bit of an OJJre. The
people who went to that concert genuinely like Van Morri-
son. And, like myself at any Kinks" concert, they could
care if the hall burned to the ground and was reconstruc-
ted around them. They came to see Van.

And they saw him. Everybody's hapJ1i. Except the
few of u§ who were there out of curiosity not confirmation

Don't get me wrong. It wasnt that terrible, I'm not
ready to haul out the s.ackcloth and ashes, station myself
in the OrphaumAlley and chant, "The End Is Near!" at
a II furture gatheri ngs •

Hopefully amongst all these words what I'm trying to s
say is evident <if so, it will be a first for this column).
Treat your Legends like you do your friends. DOl)'t be
blind to their lapses and little mediocrities. It will do
them and you a lot of good.
THE SPECIAL I'M S4CK OF THIS AND AM GOING TO
FLAME DEPT .,: Sometime Tuesday night or Wednesday
morning some vacuumheads that live in my gonzo dormitory
decided. that they would pitch shit into the street and yell
at a car whose alarm was either faulty or being tampered _

5S y .The ·QocI
Of) Breaking Glass" was a minor plnnacle ,

Back to the audience. A fter forty-five minutes of
impossible-to-ignore music, what do they do? Clap polite-
ly. Add a' few shouts of "GO HOME! II to the general
serenity and you've got the scene.

By now I know you're convinced that nothlnq is wronq ,
"A II warm-up acts get that treatment," you say. "Good
or bad. 'People want tosee the headliner." Yeah, but why
should they be so narrow? Many 'hard-working bands suffer
because of this tunnelvlslon,

You figure I'm bucking for sainthood, right? That I never
pass judgement on bands or anything else for that matter.
You must not have read this before. Of course I do. And
a lot of times I am wrong. But at least the whole Orpheum
doesn't know about it.

One of the worst judgements I've made recently con-
cerned Van the Man Monday. Slnce he is an authentic
Legend (legend being defined as having your name in the
Rollin« Stone Illustrated Historv of Rock and Roll I had
expected at the minimum a near-legendary performance.
What I got confuses me but I'm sure it wasn't legendary.

Maybe it was the backup .band, All cut from the same
Wah-Wah Graydon, L.A., laid-back exc"ellence mold, they
played everything flawlessly if not memorably. The light
show was marvelous too.

So why am I complaining? Well, lt's mostly because of
what wasn't there than what was. Van Morrison was there.
But that WCl5 about it. He jumped up and down and kicked
his leg out. So I guess he was havlnq a good time.
I wasn't. He did nothing to make me feel that $8.50 was
a worthwh i Ie investment.

He didn't sing "Tupelo Honey ," He sang "Wave-
length, /I his new and relentlessly mediocre single, twice.
He saved' "G loria" unti I the fi rst encore. He opened the
show with "Moondance", setting a standard of excellence
that he was unable to live up to for the rest of the 'even-
ing.

The Clod is, according to some campus '
media, a woman. Actually she's not particular.
Vicious when spoken to, she has recently acquired
an axe for troublemakers. If you see her, keep
this in mind. It could save your life.

I

6

with I know the twits and have spent some time trying
to defend their insanity to the House honchos. This is it.
Your idiocy is beyond defense. I love a little well-placed
rowdiness as one 'who is a Sport Deather to her dying day
does. But when you wake up the building and generally
asshole out, I've had it. I won't list your names because
-you know damn well who you are. And nobody else needs
to. - ..

"WM.e;t of ~E
16 ,oktGltJAL MA..JO~
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:~ri~~fuitMw follower or tms : .
.:space, have been a moun-
'.taaneer'for some time nOWl~~~--"-""
·You've studied the funda-
~mentals, selected your
; gear and. experimented rat
with methodology: In short,
.you are nobody's fool. None-
·theless.you also know a little ': :. : '...., '.:.:::' .::::'........~..
· knowledge is a dangerous~ :.:,.;:.,.. {.':'':.::: :'.' : ;/~;:/.
Soyou want to learn more. J' :,:." •••••• '. ..: ::.:. ' ':-

Smart think:ing. . A fan. .. - -.

First, you must realize that .
once the' basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true
artists from ·the merely adequate.

-Therefore, attention to detail,
especially in matters of clothing, .'.
is vital.

Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua-
tions. Inwinter, a warm hat
is mandatory (The head, after
all,\is the chimney of the
body; Avoid cerebral heat loss .; '
it diminishes your sycho- .
physiO abilities.) . . .:.'"

·Insummertime, . D
a sun visor or a
billed cap will
guarantee crucial
.visibility among
the cr~ peaks.

Pay particular
~ Instructions:· regard to your .loot- Insert contents of:Flg:A :'. '. . .

·gear. Bhoesahould . into Fig. B.Flex Fig. C 120~ .' .
transferr1ng contents to .'· be sturdy and stable. Fig.D~Swallow: .. ' .,

A secure footing is .' ~ ....
· of utmost importance. Without it,
·you're asking for trouble. Point
: of order: while mountaineering is
pursued for fun, it is neverthe- .

... .. .. . .. .. .... ":'. ~".:: .

'".' .....

Don't just reach for a been Head for the mountains.
@Anheuser-Busch. Inc. S1.Louis, Mo.

. .
. ,' .. .
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Then there is the curious story of the
fig tree, which always rather puzzled me.
You remember what happened about the
fig tree. It He was hungry: and seeing a
fig tree afar off having leaves, Hecame
if haply He might find anything thereon:
and when He came to it He found nothing _
but leaves, for the time- of figs was not
yet. And Jesus answered and said unto
it: 'No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for
ever' ... and Peter ... saith unto Him:
t Master, behold the fig tree which thou
cursedst is withered away. '11 This is a
very curious story, because it was not
the right time of year for figs, and you
really could not blame the tree, I cannot
.myself feel that either in the matter' of
wisdom or in the matter. of virtue Christ
stands quite as high as some other people
known to history.

-Bertrand Russell,
Why I Am Not a Christian -

I like your smile, but I ain't the type,
Don't shake the tree if the fruit ain't ripe.

~Jerry Garcia

The Christian religion on the whole
seems to have a kniship with some sort
of folly, while it has no alliance whatso-
ever .urith. wisdom. If you want proofs of
the statement, observe first of all how
children, old people, women-and fools,
find pleasure beyond other folk in holy
and religious things; and to that end are
nearest the altars, led solely no doubt
by an impulse of nature. Then you will
notice that the original founders of reli-
if,on, admirably laying-hold of puresim-
plicity, were the bitterest foes of literary
learning.

••• Center for the Study of All Those
Centers Which Do Not study Themselves.

-Bertrand Russell,
, . out of context

by Steve Kopel son

-Desiderius Erasmus,
In Praise of Folly

I would like to 'share with you some of
the historical background of my immobi-
lization as a psychological scientist. As
I look back, I can see that there were
three stages of my own.ignorance. The
first, which was by for the most happy,
you could call the state of innocent igno-
rance when I was possessed of the notion
that there were some secrets of human
nature, there were some laws and regu-
larities, some cause and effect relation-
ships, and that through study, through
experience, through- reading, some day I
would share these secrets and be able to
apply my knowledge of these 'regularities
ef human behavior to help other people.

In the second stage, which might be
called the period of illusion of non-igno-
rance, came the disturbing discovery
that, although on the one hand I didn't:
know what the secret was, suddenly I dis- -
covered that on the other hand people
were looking to/me as though they thought
that I might know the secret Or be closer
to the secret than they. None of the re-
search I did worked nor did any Of my ac-
tivities provide any secret, but again I
could always say, uWell, .toe didn't have
enough cases, II or uWe must improue OU'f
methodology, II and there are many other
statements which I am sure you are fami-
liar with. .
'One can postpone the moment Ofpainful

discovery, but eventually the unhappy -
truth becomes apparent-that although
people may be looking to you and listening
to you: you have patients and students and
you're going to PTA meetings and ~hey are
looking to you/or the secret- still eventu-
ally you begin to think that maybe, maybe
you don't know what you're talking about!

. - Timothy Leary, Feb. 23, 1960
speech at Dewitt state Hospital
Auburn, California
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